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The Mediterranean Solar Plan
objectives, status and the way
forward

OME Membership

The Way Forward
– Mediterranean countries have a common interest in
preparing together their long‐term future
– No unique or standard solution, but sustainability implies:
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• Preservation and reasonable use of fossil fuels
• Promotion of RE and in particular solar energy
• Strengthening of the electric grid S/S and S/N to integrate
new plants
l t

– The Mediterranean Solar Plan is an important
opportunity that must be successful

Mediterranean Solar Plan
Union for
f the
h Mediterranean
d
((UfM)
f ) ‐ An activity off EU
and Mediterranean countries, launched in Paris,
13th July 2008
– Initiated by France, endorsed by Germany as European task
including EU member states
– Participants: 43 states
– UfM Co‐Presidencies 2008: France and Egypt
– Foreign affairs ministers meeting Nov 3‐4, 2008
– UfM secretariat will be based in Barcelona
– Ministerial meeting June 25, 2009

Mediterranean Solar Plan
One of the six priority regional projects of the UfM
Objectives:
j
20 GW new RE installed capacity
p
y until 2020
– Expansion of renewable energy systems for electricity
generation and improvements of the grid infrastructure
also with perspective of exporting “green electricity” to
Europe
– Creation of appropriate framework conditions to secure
stable investment and a sustainable development
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MSP preparatory events outcomes
• IAP: more than200 projects proposed
• Need for an adequate institutional and regulatory framework
• Perception of risks, more crucial than appropriate return on
investments
• N
Non economic
i barriers
b i are perceived
i d tto b
be very relevant
l
tb
by many
investors
• Integration in the existing and future national grids and interconnection
South‐South and South‐North (to contribute to bankability)
• Strong support from supranational financial institutions
• Technology transfer and capacity building
• Governance of the process

Mediterranean Solar Plan
Working Group to elaborate MSP proposals
– Informal working group consisted of experts from
Governments of Egypt, France, Germany, Italy, Morocco,
Spain and the European Commission (as Observer)
– Starting from August 2008 three meetings took place in
P i B
Paris,
Brussels
l and
dC
Cairo
i
Draft Strategy Paper and Guidelines for Coordination

Mediterranean Solar Plan
Strategy Paper
MSP will
ill help
– to achieve the objectives of the EU energy and climate
package as well as national targets,
targets
– to significantly contribute to the sustainable development
of non‐EU countries
countries,
– to promote investments and job creation.

Opportunities for import of green electricity is given
by EU Directive for RE (Article 9) on a project basis

Mediterranean Solar Plan
Strategy Paper ‐ MSP Approach
Prime objectives are the development of a sustainable energy
future and to tap the enormous RE potential in the
Mediterranean region
– Objectives by 2020: 20 GW new capacity from renewables
and significant energy savings
– Main fields: Electricity generation from renewables and
electricity transmission
– Accompanying measures: Energy efficiency and energy
g as well as transfer of know‐how and technology
gy
savings

Mediterranean Solar Plan
Strategy Paper – Preparation & Implementation
Preparation Stage (2008‐2009)
(2008 2009)
Initial Phase (2009‐2010)
– Action
A ti Plan
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– Action Plan for Electricity Transmission
– Activities
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and transfer of know‐how and technology
Deployment Phase (2011‐2020)
(2011 2020)
– Master Plan/Roadmap

Mediterranean Solar Plan
Distribution des premiers projets présentés à la présidence franco‐égyptienne pour le Plan
Solaire Méditerranéen.

Ministerial Meeting on UfM Projects in Paris
Technical Workshops abo
aboutt environment,
en ironment transport
transport, energ
energy and
sustainable urban development
Energy Workshop about MSP with participants from 22 UfM
member states, EC and US representatives plus multilateral &
national financial institutions

Main outcome:
– MSP documents released
– announcement of KfW, EIB, AfD earmarking 5 billion € for RE
and energy efficiency projects

DESERTEC Initiative
Executive Summary
– TREC (Trans‐Mediterranean Renewable Energy Cooperation) founded in 2003
by Club of Roma, Hamburger Klimaschutz‐Fonds and Jordan National Energy
R
Research
hC
Centre
t (NERC)
(NERC).
– TREC has developed with DLR (German Space Agency), the DESERTEC project
to deploy in a large scale renewables technologies in the desertic areas of
Middle Est and North Africa (MENA) in cooperation with Europe.
– The construction of solar thermodynamic and wind power in the MENA
desert would allow the production of renewable electricity to be exported
also in EU through a dedicated high voltage interconnection grid . Ultimate
goal: supply 15% of electric energy needs of EU by 2050 (100 GW).
– At present is under consolidation the DESERTEC Industrial Initiative (DII) ,
signed in July 2009 by 12 leading company (among them Siemens, ABB,
E.ON, RWE, Schott Solar, Albengoa, Munchner Ruck, Deutsche Bank).
Additional members are expected

DESERTEC technical objectives
•

DII will be financed by participant companies and
other contributions by international stakeholders

•

Activities focused in the next 3 years on feasibility
y of solar and wind projects
p j
in
studies for bankability
EU‐MENA.

•

Activities that may develope under the Med Solar
Plan would be an integral part of DESERTEC

Preliminary data
•

100 GW electrica capacity by 2050

•

~ 400 Bn€ investiment at 2050
» 350 Bn€ investment CSP (and wind)
»

45 Bn€ investiment HV Transmission

Fonte: DESERTEC
* HVDC – High Voltage Direct Current

The EC contribution ‐ Paving the way
for the MSP
Upcoming call for tender Nov. 2009
– Europaid within the ENPI Programme (European
Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument)
– Restricted
– Budget: around 5 Million Euros
– Duration: 3 years

The EC contribution ‐ Paving the way
for the MSP
Description
– Improve conditions to increased use of RE (solar in
particular) in all the southern partners countries
•
•
•
•

Progress in harmonized legislative and regulatory framework,
strengthened institutional capacity,
improved in knowledge transfer and capacity building in RE,
Improved business climate, etc.

– Targets various stakeholders

Rationale for a MSP Initiative
¾ OME is involved along with other partners to create the
pp off the MSP: a strongg and credible network
Initiative in support
of key stakeholders from all the Mediterranean basin
¾ This initiative is to be made official in a consortium
agreement
¾ The Consortium does not intend to be exclusive, nor to have
a direct political role, but to act as a techno‐economic
facilitator in support of the MSP

The Initiative in support of the
Mediterranean Solar Plan

observer

UNION FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN ‐ Mediterranean Solar Plan
INITIATIVE IN SUPPORT OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SOLAR PLAN
Elaboration of a long term vision for a large scale deployment of renewables and
rational
ti
l use off energy in
i the
th Mediterranean
M dit
region
i

The Initiative in support of the MSP
DRAFT

The Initiative in support of the MSP
•

Main objectives :

− to create an harmonized regulatory framework in order to facilitate the
implementation on a large scale of renewable plants as well as the
exchange of the electricity
− to improve the technology and the know‐how transfer
− to contribute to build the necessary institutional support, in particularly
an expert network within a governance structure
− to foster the investments in the field of renewable energies and energy
efficiency
− to facilitate the cooperation between all the actors involved in the MSP
− to implement an agency for preparing the necessary investments and
helping the definition of viable projects for renewable energy and energy
efficiency

The Initiative in support of the MSP
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Status
t
¾ Background paper under finalization
¾ Project description and WPs content under detailed
preparation : feedback soon needed from partners
¾ The final document will be sent to all partners in the
Mediterranean region and will be submitted to the DG
Europaid
p ((call for tender in Nov. Pavingg the way)
y)
¾ A MoU is under preparation and will be signed by the
consortium in Nov./Dec.
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